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Figure 1: Sketching Vocabulary for Crowd Motion: This paper proposes various intuitive sketch styles for specifying crowd motion parame-
ters defining motion path, walking speed, path thickness, and crowd density ("Sketch Styles"+. A prototype system pipeline converts sketches
into parameters for a crowd simulation and animation ("Sketch Recognition to Crowd Simulation") and it reports the best styles, and relevant
observations, as per a user study ("User Study and Results").

Abstract
This paper proposes and evaluates a sketching language to author crowd motion. It focuses on the path, speed, thickness, and
density parameters of crowd motion. A sketch-based vocabulary is proposed for each parameter and evaluated in a user study
against complex crowd scenes. A sketch recognition pipeline converts the sketches into a crowd simulation. The user study
results show that 1) participants at various skill levels and can draw accurate crowd motion through sketching, 2) certain
sketch styles lead to a more accurate representation of crowd parameters, and 3) sketching allows to produce complex crowd
motions in a few seconds. The results show that some styles although accurate actually are less preferred over less accurate
ones.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Procedural animation; • Human-centered computing → User studies; Gestural input;

1. Introduction

Sketching shows human movement in sports playbooks (e.g., soc-
cer, American football, etc.), evacuation diagrams, military tactic
diagrams, and urban applications such as evacuation planning. In
computer graphics, sketching has found its way into many practi-
cal applications, such as 3D modeling for CAD and industrial de-
sign [DAI*18; LPBM20; GHL*20]. Sketching works with the as-
sumption that human-understandable simplifications depict the key
elements of the sketched phenomenon. For example, in sketching
humans [MQW06], silhouettes and facial features are the promi-
nent elements that depict the expression and the motion. Similarly,

sketching urban models [NGA*16; CKX*08] uses street layout to
convey the overall style of a city.

Sketching input can be provided to a computer via digital sur-
faces (e.g., digital pen, trackpad) or traditional surfaces (e.g., pa-
per, existing diagrams). Our work targets traditional or non-digital,
sketching which omits dependency on digital pen technologies and
enables processing previously performed sketches. This is the more
challenging case since it does not provide the implicit digital clean-
up and potentially additional information channels. Recent work,
such as Simo-Serra et al. [SISI16] or Liu et al. [LRS18], attempt to
clean up such raw sketching input for subsequent digital use. Once
in a cleaned digital form, concept sketches and other tasks are en-
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abled (e.g., Gryaditskaya et al. [GHL*20]). We use a scanner to
generate the input required for the pipeline. In our work, we set out
to directly work with raw sketches and evaluate the expressiveness
of visual sketching gestures for crowd simulation design.

Sketching has been briefly explored in crowd simulation works
(e.g., MASSIVE [Mas], Patil et al. [PvdBC*11], Gu et al. [GD13],
and Mathew et al. [MBA20]), and these works use sketching to en-
hance other authoring methods. To the best of our knowledge, no
dedicated study has been conducted to establish a sketching vocab-
ulary for crowd motion specification. Thus, it is unclear which are
good drawing primitives for sketching crowd motion in raw, tradi-
tional, sketches. The state of the art does not explore sketching mo-
tions that would enable untrained users to quickly and intuitively
express a desired synthetic crowd motion.

The key idea of our work is to represent crowd motion as a base
set of crowd motion parameters and then determine, through a user
study, which are a preferred set of sketching styles for expressing
motion parameter values (Fig. 1). We focus on four parameters of
crowd motion: (1) the path P which is an ordered set of way points
on which crowd agents move, (2) the walking speed S of the agents,
(3) the thickness or width T of the crowd when following a path,
and (4) the density D of agents defined as the inter-person spacing
as they follow a path. We define in total ten sketching styles that
stem from their usage in prior published works [BG95; MQW06;
SGC04] and experiments (Sec. 3). We have also implemented a
testing system where each sketch input is converted to a crowd an-
imation (Sec. 4).

Given the sketching styles and the testing system, we performed
a user study to analyze the performance and preference of the
sketching styles via both quantitative and qualitative assessments
(Sec. 5). Twenty-five participants who self-identified as having low
to medium experience in computer animation participated in the
user study. Our results show, with strong statistical significance
(e.g., at α= 0.05), the accuracy, time, and preferences amongst our
multiple sketch styles. Some observations of our user-study were:
1) The most accurate style is not necessarily the most preferred
style 2) The most accurate style is not an indication of the ease of
crowd sketching tasks for low-experience users.

The main contributions of our paper include: (1) an analysis of
the trade-offs between accuracy, time and preference for multiple
sketching styles, and (2) a proposed sketching language for crowd
motion design.

2. Related Work

Depending on its primary focus, sketching can be divided into i) 2D
sketching of static 3D objects using artistic and industry-inspired
techniques and conventions [ES07; RB13], and ii) sketching of
dynamic objects (e.g., Popovic et al. [PSE03] explores control of
physics-based simulations on user input sketches) and in particular
human motions [Har97; Cam06; Wil12]. We explore sketching as
a way of prescribing the desired crowd motion.

Crowd simulation methods focus on interactions among the
agents and the environment, centering on collision avoidance
and natural-looking motion. These methods may be character-

ized as microscopic or macroscopic. In a microscopic agent-
based model, the reaction to the virtual world is based on lo-
cal rules [GCK*09; WJO*14], velocity obstacles [vdBGLM11;
KGM13]), vision-based steering [DMC*17], and other agent-based
methods. Macroscopic methods aim to govern the overall be-
havior of the crowd using space colonization [dLRM*12], con-
tinuum fluid-like flows [TCP06], or global optimization meth-
ods [KSNG17]. In our work, we seek the best sketching lan-
guage for representing crowd behavior. While our results are not
strictly tied to one crowd simulation engine, we use Bicho et
al. [dLRM*12] to create the crowd animations shown to the user
study participants. We used this engine as it provides a straightfor-
ward way to control crowd thickness and density using the space
colonization markers of the engine. Our method can be used with
macroscopic simulations if the sketch parameters can be trans-
lated into the simulation parameters meaningfully. However, some
system modifications to the parameters could also be applied to
smaller groups of simulated humans.

Crowd motion design enables specifying high-level goals for
crowd movement and focuses on rapid design instead of scripting
individual agents. In prior work, Sung et al. [SGC04] defines in-
dividual character situation-based behavior when an overall crowd
scenario is given. Kapadia et al. [KSA*09] introduces time-varying
metrics but does not focus on the overall crowd motion. Wolinski et
al. [WJO*14] describes an optimization-based method to tune sev-
eral simulation algorithms to match a reference motion. Another set
of methods focuses on combining patches of crowd motion to pop-
ulate virtual environments, such as Li et al. [LCS*12] who look for
periodic patterns and symmetric arrangements to enable connect-
ing motion patches, extending the work of Yersin et al. [YMPT09].
Lerner et al. [LCL07] combines example real-world trajectories.
Jordao et al. [JPCC14] also uses example patches but deforms them
to stitch them together. Direct manipulation of agents or trajec-
tories is also explored as a method of crowd authoring. Ulciny
et al. [UCT04] uses brush-based tools to author and manipulate
crowds. Kim et al. [KSKL14] explores editing trajectories using
a deformable cage that can change spatial and temporal arrange-
ments. Kwon et al. [KLLT08] uses a graph structure on top of the
trajectories to preserve formation constraints during manipulation.
Mathew et al. [MBA20] uses brush-based tools to create crowds
and optimization methods to copy crowd behaviors. Although rapid
crowd authoring is the focus of most of these works, they do not di-
rectly address the notion of creating a sketching language for crowd
motion and thus can be considered complementary to this article.

Close to our work are works that bring a limited form of sketch-
ing (GUI-based or otherwise) when authoring crowd motion. Jor-
dao et al. [JCC*15] support GUI-based controls’ use to specify
desired density and flow values over the crowd. Group formation
work (e.g., [TYK*09; JCP*10]) allows to draw formations but does
not address any expressive sketching for a complex crowd mo-
tion. Commercial crowd simulation and authoring software sys-
tems, such as Massive [Mas] and as per their feature list, pro-
vides a key-frame based high-level crowd control method (i.e.,
manually specifying agent variables at different instants). Patil et
al. [PvdBC*11] supports user-specified line strokes for drawing a
vector-based guidance field and enables deforming the field to con-
trol high-level agent navigation. Lemonari et al. [LBC*22] catego-
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rized modern crowd simulation components, animation and visu-
alization techniques. Collar et al. [CvTZ*22] introduces a sketch-
based method consisting of freeform directional arrows for model-
ing what’s known as an interaction field. This interaction field de-
scribed velocities’ or orientations’ virtual agents should use around
others agents or obstacles. None of these methods attempts to pro-
vide a freeform sketching language to specify crowd motion that
allows even novice users (see Fig. 6) to prescribe complex crowd
motion. A digital canvas [JCC*15] gives us access to additional
data such as stroke speed. A GUI-based tool allows to give sliders
and controls [MBA20] explicitly, and it allows to records strokes
and set desired values. However, a simple static sketch can convey
the information about a human motion which is one of the primary
motivations of this work (Sec. 1). Hence, our work exploits a dig-
ital sketching tool to evaluate the vocabulary but focuses on static
sketching and evaluates a sketching vocabulary to represent human
motion that would work in static sketches. Fig. 17 shows a result
where a paper sketch is converted to an animated crowd motion.

While some crowd sketching systems employ the user sketch to
lookup similar content in a database (e.g., [YVN*14]) or within the
same sketch (e.g., [WKC*18]), we are more interested in evaluat-
ing and formulating expressive yet accurate 2D sketching gestures
to generate novel crowd motions by providing high-level control to
an underlying crowd simulation. In particular, we focus on sketch-
ing gestures to specify the four aspects mentioned above of crowd
motion: path, speed, thickness, and density. Our underlying crowd
simulation engine [dLRM*12] then takes the sketched input and,
together with collision avoidance, produces the crowd motion ani-
mation.

3. Sketch Styles

Inspired by prior work [BG95; MQW06; SGC04], we define ten
sketch styles that consist of three styles for the path P, two styles
for speed S, three styles for thickness T , and two styles for density
D. Each style is discussed in detail in this section.

3.1. Path

The path of a crowd is the set of ordered waypoints the crowd will
move along. It is commonly denoted using some sort of line and
arrowhead. We define three styles of sketching: freeform, smooth,
and crosses. While a curve is the most general case, our ordered
waypoints support the straight motion and approximate curved
paths (via a sequence of linear segments). As a note, the Shibuya
crossing (Fig. 15) is mainly comprised of straight-like motions of
crowds.

Freeform (Fig. 2a): Freeform strokes have been used in several
previous works to denote a motion path (e.g., [KGC*17; OO09;
MM19]), and thus we adopt this as one of our styles for testing.

Smooth (Fig. 2b): Another option is to provide the user with a
continuously smooth path during the interactive sketching process.
Balaguer et al. [BG95] perform knot removal, Guay et al. [GCR13]
uses cubic Hermite curves, and Arora et al. [AHG*18] uses the
path smoothing method from [TSB11]. In this style, we perform a
simplified version of Thiel et al. [TSB11] by using a 1D smoothing
kernel based on the drawn sketch’s length line.

Crosses (Fig. 2c): are inspired by [GCR13]. Here we provide
an option of drawing a sequence of crosses (or marks) representing
the line of motion. Guay et al. [GCR13] used this as a line of action
method to control character poses.

3.2. Speed

The speed of the crowd can vary from a very slow speed (e.g.,
0.5ms−1) to a very fast walking speed (e.g., 3ms−1). In some
previous work, the speed of drawing has been used as an indica-
tion of the desired speed of an object or character (e.g., Mao et
al. [MQW06], and Oshita et al. [OO09]). However, this method
prohibits using traditional sketches (e.g., photographs of sketches
on paper, whiteboards, or previously-made). Hence, we propose
two styles inspired by the modern user interface (UI) design and
experimentation.

Arrowhead Count (Fig. 2d): style is based on the icons used
for rewind and fast-forward in modern video UI’s where the num-
ber of arrows denotes the speed of rewinding or fast-forwarding. In
our prototype, one to five arrows represent the speed of the crowd,
where one arrowhead is the slowest, and five arrowheads are the
fastest.

Arrowhead Size (Fig. 2e): Instead of using the speed of sketch-
ing, we propose using the size of the arrowhead (similar to
how [TSB11] uses inertia) as an indicator for speed, bounded by
predefined minimum and maximum speeds.

3.3. Thickness

Thickness controls the space that the crowd will occupy along the
normal direction of motion. By allowing to sketch the thickness,
a user can spread a crowd among a larger space with a few sketch
strokes. Previous work has proposed many ways of sketching thick-
ness. Using these as inspiration, we propose three options.

Arrow Width (Fig. 3a): Sung et al. [SGC04] and Gu et
al. [GD13] enable sketching thick 2D lines to specify the area that
the crowd should occupy. Inspired by these works, we propose us-
ing the width of the arrow as an indicator of thickness. In particular,
an arrow is comprised of two parallel lines ending with a large ar-
rowhead.

Parallel Lines (Fig. 3b): Oshita et al. [OO09] asks a user to
draw multiple instances of the path to follow and use the repeated
sketches to infer a path width value. In our work, this style is trans-
formed into a more straightforward sketch style by using two par-
allel lines beside a portion of the main path to denote the thickness
of the crowd (i.e., the distance between the approximately parallel
lines represents thickness). This simplifies the sketch for a longer
path, as the parallel lines need not be drawn along the whole path.

Crosses (Fig. 3c): Using crosses to denote the positions of hu-
mans is a popular notation in sports playbooks [Dum]. Our version
of this style uses two crosses beside the main path (one on each
side), where the distance between the crosses denotes the crowd’s
thickness.
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Figure 2: The path styles (red border) and speed sketch styles (blue border). Path Styles: a) Freeform b) Smooth c) Crosses, Speed Styles: d)
Arrowhead Size e) Arrowhead Count

Figure 3: The thickness styles (green border) and density sketch styles (yellow border). Thickness Styles: a) Arrow Width b) Parallel Lines
c) Crosses, Density Styles: d) Multiple Lines e) Multiple Crosses

3.4. Density

The crowd density corresponds to the average distance between
people. Zhang et al. [ZLD15], and others specify density via a GUI.
Karamouzas et al. [KSHG18] use a light-to-dark shading of paths
to represent density. Density can be described as an extension to
thickness. We define two options to represent the average density.

Lines: The user can draw 1-3 (parallel) lines on each side of
the main path (thus, 2-6 in total) to represent density. Density is
calculated as the average distance between the lines.

Crosses: The users can draw 1-3 crosses on each side of the main
path (hence, 2-6 total) to represent density. Density is calculated as
the average distance between the intersections of the crosses.

4. System Pipeline

This section describes the system pipeline used for our work. First,
we describe a set of virtual scenes provided to the user for sketch-
ing during our user study. Then, a sketch recognition engine classi-
fies the sketch and quantifies the corresponding parameter values.
The parameter values are given to a crowd simulation engine and a
crowd animation is produced.

4.1. Crowd Scene Setup

We define three base configurations to subsequently generate many
virtual scenes capturing a variety of virtual layouts.

A:Two large groups of people crossing – similar setups were used
in previous crowd simulation works.

B:A busy street crossing with people moving in at least 6 directions
at a given time.

C:An open plaza where the crowd moves in various directions in a
coordinated manner.

For each of the above three base configurations, we generate
three variations for each of the four crowd motion parameters. This
leads to 3×3×4 = 36 virtual scenes available for the user study.

To create a virtual scene for the user study, we extend the system
of [MBA20] which makes use of the crowd simulation system of
Bicho et al. [dLRM*12]. First, we create a base scene based on
one of the above three configurations. Second, we randomly perturb
the four crowd motion parameters of the scene (i.e., alter the path
P, speed S, thickness T and density D of the crowd motion). The
perturbations are performed in the following manner:

1. The path is randomly divided into four to eight sections. Each
section is randomly displaced in the direction of its normal by
-20% to +20% of its length. Then, Catmull-Rom interpolation
is used to smoothly join the segments into a continuous path.

2. The crowd walking speed is randomly selected to be a value
between 0.5 to 4 ms−1.

3. The crowd thickness (or width) along the path is randomly se-
lected to be between 1 and 20 meters.

4. The crowd density has a random value between 0.2-1 m2.

4.2. Sketch Recognition Algorithms

We developed a set of prototype image-based recognition algo-
rithms to automatically parse the drawn sketches. The algorithms
convert the input pixels to strokes and then convert the strokes to
simulation parameters in order to drive the crowd simulation en-
gine. Our current algorithms all run at interactive rates (12 fps for
a 640× 480 image) and at 91% accuracy (out of a dataset of 412
images created for validation purposes).
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Figure 4: System Pipeline: A black-and-white sketch is recognized and broken down into individual components of the sketch vocabulary.
These are then mapped to simulation initialization parameters that drive a later crowd simulation.

4.2.1. Pixels to Strokes

The user sketch is a grayscale image that is binarized to zero (black;
sketch pixel) and one (white; background pixel). A sequence of
black pixels is grouped together as a stroke by using contour fol-
lowing [Sob78]. At any intersection of strokes the pixels that form
a low variance in angle are considered to belong to the same stroke.

Figure 5: GUI of the application used for the user study was de-
signed to show (a) the sketch style and parameter to be used, (b)
an example crowd video for the user to observe and replicate as a
sketch, (c) a canvas area for sketching.

4.2.2. Classification

After identifying individual strokes, we classify them into sketch
elements that are main path, arrowheads, crosses, lines, and a circle
(which is used to indicate the final cross in style Path:Crosses). We
disregard any stroke that is less than 5% of the canvas diagonal. We
start with the classification of the main path which is the longest
stroke (except for style Path:Crosses Sec. 3.1). The arrowhead is
assumed to be at one end of the path and is defined by two strokes
at an angle between 120o and 150o. For style Speed:Multiple Ar-
rowheads, we expect one to five arrow heads to be identified.
Crosses (as seen in styles Path:Crosses, Thickness:Crosses, Den-
sity:Crosses) are identified by two strokes that intersect near the
middle 40%-60% of each other. To identify sketched lines ap-
proximately parallel to the main path stroke (e.g., as in Thick-
ness:Parallel Lines, and Density: Parallel Lines) we compare the
average angle between the drawn lines to the main path, and se-
lect ones that are ±10o. For the Thickness:Arrow Width style, two
main strokes are identified and the average path between them is
taken to identify the main path. In all cases the arrow head gives
the direction of the main path.

Sketch Control mechanism for
Param. crowd simulation

Path Waypoints for navigation offset by normal distance
to sketch center line

Speed Desired speed at each timestep
Thickness Width of the Marker placement

from the main center line
Density Density of Marker placement

Table 1: Process of converting sketch parameters to crowd simula-
tion parameters

4.2.3. Crowd Simulation Parameters

The aforementioned crowd motion parameters are then used as in-
put to a crowd simulation engine (Tab. 1). The crowd simulation al-
gorithm [dLRM*12] relies on the placement of a set of markers that
are spaced out 2D points on walkable areas. Virtual humans need
to acquire them during one time step in order to move forward. By
changing the marker placement to the desired thickness, we control
the thickness of the moving crowd. By changing the density of the
marker placement, we control the crowd’s density while in motion.
The desired speed of the crowd is set as input at every time step.
The main path indicated by the sketch is considered the center-line
of the path for the set of agents. To derive the path of each virtual
human, the normal vector from the center-line is calculated rela-
tive to the starting position, and then this normal vector is used at
equidistant points along the center-line to derive the waypoints of
an agent. This assures that the virtual humans move as a natural
group instead of forming a line and traveling just along the center-
line. We add a random variable of X ∼ N (0, 0.25m2) to x and y
directions to randomize the motion and reduce coordination among
the crowd. Default values (e.g., a default walking speed of 1.2ms−1

and a crowd density of 1m between each person) are used when the
sketch does not give information about these parameters. The simu-
lation is initialized with the values from the sketches and the crowd
is simulated until all virtual humans cease moving, resulting in the
completion of the crowd animation.

5. User Testing Methodology

A desktop application was designed to evaluate each crowd motion
parameter (i.e., P, S, T , and D). The GUI of the application (shown
in Fig. 5) has three main areas. The top section indicates the sketch
style that should be used. The bottom right section displays a crowd
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motion scenario. The bottom left section contains the digital canvas
where the participants should sketch the crowd motion scenario us-
ing the indicated style. Further, there is a "Clear" button to clear the
digital canvas of any strokes at the bottom of the application and a
"Next" button to proceed to the next trial.

Each user used the system remotely via Zoom to accommodate
the pandemic issues at the time of this study. Each user controlled
the application on their screen and performed their sketches, but the
application ran on the remote computer of the study supervisor. All
strokes and the time taken per stroke were recorded.

Each anonymous study participant:

1. Filled out a form for basic demographics. The form asked the
participant’s age, handedness, device used (mouse or touch de-
vice), and experience level with computer games, computer il-
lustration, and computer animation.

2. The participant was shown a five-minute presentation that ex-
plained the user study process.

3. The participant was given full remote control of a full-screen
application.

4. The participant then performed two trial sketches to get famil-
iar with the functionality of the application. The performance
during these two trial sketches was not recorded.

5. The participant was then asked to perform nine trials (three
scenes and three path styles each) to evaluate the path sketch
styles. In each trial, a crowd motion video was randomly se-
lected out of a pre-recorded set and one of the corresponding
path sketch styles was randomly selected. The participant was
requested to sketch the observed crowd motion using the shown
path sketch style.

6. Following the same procedure as the path styles, the participant
was asked to sketch 6 trials for speed evaluation (three scenes
and two speed styles), 9 trials for thickness evaluation (three
scenes and three thickness styles), and 6 trials for density evalu-
ation (three scenes and two density styles). For each user, out of
the total 36 scenes, a subset of 30 (randomly chosen) was used.

7. The user study concluded with a questionnaire (see below).

5.1. Qualitative Questionnaire

The questionnaire requested feedback on each sketch style by ask-
ing for the preference measured by a five-level Likert scale, show-
ing options of (5) Strongly Agree, (4) Agree, Neutral (3), Disagree
(2), and Strongly Disagree (1). For each parameter (P, S, T, D), the
preference of each style was ranked by each participant using the
scale from 1-5. Feedback and comments related to why the prefer-
ence options were picked were also asked from the participants.

5.2. Error Metrics

We use PE , SE , TE , DE to denote path error, speed error, thickness
error and density error. To compute the path error we also make
use of discrete Frechet distance F of a trajectory of a virtual human
between the trial scene and the ground truth scene. The subscript
GT is used to denote ground truth, and the lack of a subscript de-
notes the parameter values comes from a trial. Hence, the path’s

error metric and the error metric for speed, thickness, and density
is as follows:

PE = norm[∑F ] (1)

XE = norm[∑(X−XGT )
2], (2)

where X ∈ {D,S,T }.

The participant’s sketches were analyzed. Each error metric was
normalized by the maximum error bound using the function norm,
and the accuracy was plotted as 1−Error in the result figures. The
following process was used:

1. The methods of Sec. 4.2 were used to identify the presence
of sketch elements (e.g., main path, arrowheads, crosses, paral-
lel lines), map them to crowd simulation parameters, and drive
a crowd simulation for the respective scene (e.g., A, B or C)
which, in turn, produced a set of trajectories.

2. The trajectories were then compared against the ground truth
trajectories of the respective crowd motion content, using the
aforementioned error metrics. The averaged accuracy grouped
by sketch style provided a value for the quantitative analysis.

3. The preference score was obtained by giving an integer value of
1 to 5 to the Likert’s scale values, averaging these values, and
grouping by sketch style.

6. Results and Analysis

This section validates our approach by analyzing the quantitative
and qualitative data gathered from the conducted user study. In par-
ticular, we show the statistical significance of the results in the con-
text of establishing a sketching language of crowd motion. We used
the two-tailed t-test to analyze the statistical significance of a pair
of results.

6.1. User Study Participants

The user study had a total of twenty-five participants between the
ages of 20 and 52. The study was pre-approved by our university’s
IRB, and all participants were volunteers, subject to minimal risk,
and participation time was limited by design to avoid fatigue. The
participants were recruited through an email campaign targeted to-
ward computer graphics students and researchers. The participants
had varying degrees of experience in Computer Animation (Fig. 6).
The majority of them can be considered novices as they classified
themselves as having low experience.
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Figure 6: Computer Animation Experience of User Study Partici-
pants. The user study requested all participants to rate their expe-
rience in Computer Animation on a scale of 1(low)-5(high).
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Figure 7: Performance of each parameter and style combination; sorted by accuracy within each style. Each parameter is normalized within
[0,1] using the method described in Sec. 5.2.

The sketches resulting from each trial were analyzed, and the
accuracy was computed making use of our error metrics (Eqn.
1, 2). The user-study application also gathered the time-taken and
number-of-strokes for each trial. The qualitative questionnaire at
the end of each trial (Sec. 5.1) allows us to compute preference
scores for the sketch styles by averaging the user-provided ratings.

To show the variety of our virtual scenes, we show the accuracy,
time-taken, and number-of-strokes for each of the 36 virtual scenes
(Sec. 4.1) presented to the users. Although the scenes are shown
in a randomized order to the users, we sort the 36 scenes by the
average time taken across all trials and all users. This sorting helps
to show that our scenes vary considerably in terms of accuracy and
number-of-strokes for all time-taken values.

Fig. 9 shows example sketches drawn to indicate the desired
crowd thickness for a specific scene. This particular user, on av-
erage, obtained high-accuracy results. In our accompanying video,
more example sketches are provided.

6.2. First Order Analysis

As a first-order analysis, Fig. 7 shows the accuracy, time-taken,
number-of-strokes, and also preference score for each sketch style,
and the standard deviation of these values amongst all users and
trials. The values mentioned above are grouped per parameter and
within each parameter sorted by increasing accuracy.

Path: Users show notably better accuracy using freeform and
smooth path styles as compared to crosses path style at a statis-
tical significance value α = 0.05 (i.e., freeform and smooth path
styles where not statistically different (p = .2502). Still, the ac-
curacy advantage of both was significant at p < 1×10−3 and
p < 1×10−3 for freeform and smooth path styles compared to
the crosses style, respectively). Moreover, freeform and smooth
path styles also exhibit better time-taken for path sketching. As per
the preference score, these two styles are significantly and almost
equally preferred over crosses path style (i.e., p < 1×10−3 and
p < 1×10−3). Nonetheless, the freeform path style is consistently

better in all three accuracy measures, time taken, and the number
of strokes. Some commentary feedback from the users includes
"freeform gives fine control" and "smooth curve would fix mis-
takes", thus further supporting the preference of those two styles.

Speed: Users were more accurate using the arrowhead size style
over the number of arrowheads also at α = 0.05 (i.e., p = 0.0318).
However, users preferred the arrowhead count style (also statisti-
cally significant, p = 7.76×10−17). Users did refer to the familiar-
ity of the arrowhead count style as one explanation for their prefer-
ence. At least one user who indicated they preferred the arrowhead
size style explained that "the continuous nature of the style allowed
for more fine-grained control" and "the single stroke made it easier
to draw".

Thickness: The arrow width style is more accurate than the par-
allel lines style. But, the difference of these is not statistically sig-
nificant at (p = 0.01) but of similar accuracy to the crosses style
(p = 0.826) (since p > 0.05, they are not statistically significant).
Interestingly, the crosses style was least preferred by the users by a
large statistically significant margin. (i.e., crosses style preference
score having p < 1×10−3 and p < 1×10−3 against arrow width
and parallel lines styles). One user wrote, "the crosses style seemed
to raise an ambiguity as to whether the thickness started at the bot-
tom vertices of the cross or the intersection or the top vertices".
However, another user wrote, "it was the most intuitive to illustrate
thickness", thus clearly showing conflicting preferences.

Density: Concerning the density styles, the multiple crosses
style shows higher accuracy at significance level p = 1×10−3 as
compared to the multiple lines style. However, the crosses style
was also the least preferred style (p < 1×10−3). The users who
did prefer the crosses styles indicated "it was the most intuitive". In
contrast, those who did not prefer it wrote: "the number of strokes
was more than with parallel lines."
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Figure 8: Virtual scenes used by the user study for participants to observe and sketch the crowd motion; ordered by increasing time-taken
– shortest time is for top-row left and longest time is for bottom-row right. Each parameter is normalized within [0,1] using the method
described in Sec. 5.2. Scene A, B, C is shown in the paper video.

Figure 9: Example sketches for thickness parameter by a user ex-
hibiting high accuracy. The styles from top to bottom: Arrow Width,
Crosses, Parallel Lines.

6.3. Insights

By plotting accuracy against the time taken, we show which styles
are easier to sketch with high accuracy (Fig. 10). The styles with
points that cluster near the upper left of each graph would seem
to be better choices for sketching crowd motion. On the one hand,
we see that the density style crosses and path style freeform are
best in terms of accuracy and time. On the other hand, thickness
style parallel lines and path style crosses appear to have the most
diverse and lower performance. In Fig. 11, we sort all ten styles
by accuracy over time-taken to provide an approximate sorting of
the overall relative performance of the styles. Statistical analysis
between Density (Multiple Crosses) and other styles for this met-
ric show that the p-values fall between 0.01 and p=6.46×10−13

showing a significant difference.

By inspecting the error histograms for each parameter (where
the error is the normalized inverse accuracy values – i.e., smaller
is better), we observe that users draw some parameters better than
others (Fig. 12). In particular, users perform best sketching density
and path parameters and perform worst sketching speed and thick-
ness parameters. One potential reason for the inferior performance
of speed and thickness is that these parameters are more difficult to
quantify for an average user visually.

Correlating the computed metrics leads to some interesting in-

sights (Fig. 13). First, following our intuition that more strokes will
take more time, the numbers of strokes are positively correlated.
Second, the preference of a style is negatively correlated to the time
taken. This confirms that the more time a style takes, the less it is
preferred regardless of the accuracy.

We observe that both low-skilled and medium-skilled users (in
animation) obtain similar sketching accuracy values by consider-
ing user expertise. As a simple analysis, Fig. 14 we group all users
with an experience level in computer animation less than 3 into
"Low-skill" and those with an experience level greater than 3 into
"Medium-Skill". While there are multiple ways the responses could
be analyzed we opted to ignore users who rated "3" to focus on
the extreme skill levels. Then, we show the average accuracy val-
ues for each style. In general, the accuracy values amongst the dif-
ferent parameters appear similar between low and medium-skilled
users. A straightforward t-test tells us the accuracy of low-skilled
and medium-skilled users are statistically similar even for a p-value
of 0.1 except for the Thickness (Parallel Lines) style. The lowest
value out of the statistically similar accuracy observed is 0.18.

6.4. Recommended Styles

Based on the previous analysis and considering the accuracy, pref-
erence score, and time taken, we make the following recommenda-
tions for each crowd motion parameter (Tab. 2).

Param. Style

Path Freeform
Speed Arrowhead Count
Thickness Arrow width
Density Crosses

Table 2: Recommendations of choices for sketching based on our
user study.

We used more complex sketches to create examples using our
visual sketching language. Examples in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 shows
the usage of the recommended style. Corresponding animations are
present in the accompanying paper video.
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Figure 10: Accuracy (vertical axis) vs. time taken (horizontal axis) for all styles. Styles with clustering in the upper left imply high accuracy
and low time taken, which we presume to mean the method works well. In contrast, styles with a wide spread of points imply a wide variety
of user behavior. Thus, density-crosses and path-freeform appear to be the best-performing styles.
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Figure 11: The accuracy divided by time is plotted against time
and sorted from the worst to the best.

Figure 12: Error histogram for each parameter. From left to right:
Path, Speed, Thickness, and Density.

7. Conclusion, Limitations and Future Work

We have presented a summary of evaluating the expressiveness of
various traditional sketching gestures for crowd simulation design.
Instead of assuming digital sketching input and requirements, we
address the more difficult case of traditional non-digital sketching
(e.g., pen and paper), which provides more freedom and ease to the
human but more challenges to the computer interface. Our sketch-
based method opens up the realm of crowd motion authoring to less
trained users allowing them to design complex scenes. We antici-
pate the study and proposed sketching language will help foment
better crowd simulation design systems.
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Accuracy
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Figure 13: Positive and negative correlations of each metric; The
warmer (red) colors indicate a positive correlation and the cooler
(blue) colors indicate a negative correlation.
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Figure 14: The comparison of accuracy between low-skilled and
medium-skilled participants.

We have reported the results of our user study and have
tested preliminary results using the BioCrowds crowd simula-
tion method [dLRM*12]. However, our analysis can be gener-
alized to other well-known crowd simulation methods such as
ORCA (a velocity-driven, collision-avoidance method) or Contin-
uum Crowds [TCP06] (a fluid-based method). The parameters ob-
tained by our gestures can be mapped to the appropriate fluid flow
parameters.

While we did explore the effect of different gesture styles on the
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Figure 15: Shibuya crossing (in Japan) created using the proposed sketching language in Table 2. a) Three sketched paths for the crowd in
the lower-right (blue) b) Three paths to take for the crowd in the top-left (red) c) Two paths to take for the crowd in top-right (yellow) d) The
path to take for the crowd in the lower-left (green). e-h) Shows the crowds moving at simulation time t=0s,4s,8s,12s.

Figure 16: Crowds in a Tokyo market square scene created us-
ing the proposed sketching language with keyframes. The keyframes
are an extension on top of the proposed language to accommodate
time-varying motions. a) The sketch created for moving the leftmost
crowd at t=0s. b) The sketch created for moving part of the second
to the left crowd at t=12s. c-d) The crowds moving based on the
keyframed sketches.

Figure 17: Photographs of sketches on static surfaces being turned
to crowd motion. a) Photograph of crowd motion sketch drawn on
paper. b) Crowds moving corresponding to part a). c) Photograph
of crowd motion sketch drawn on a whiteboard. d) Crowds moving
corresponding to part d)

accuracy, time taken, and the number of strokes, more aspects can
be explored requiring further user studies. For example, i) our work
has not addressed the ability to change the parameters within a
stroke itself, i.e., to change speed, density, thickness. This is a cur-
rent limitation of the system but not of the vocabulary. For example,

the thickness of a crowd can be started with an arrow the starting
wide and then taper down to a thin line. Such a change can be de-
picted, and the system can be extended beyond the proof of concept
in this paper to a more functional aspect as future work. ii) We have
not explored developing sketching curves that produce interactions
between them (e.g., forcing vortices to occur). While the under-
lying crowd simulation displaces agents to avoid collisions, the
sketch could indicate more specific inter-agent behaviors. iii) Also,
introducing an event sequence through the sketching itself (e.g.,
possibly by associating a number with each main path) would allow
a traditional sketch to create a complex key-framed crowd motion
sequence. iv) Furthermore, extending the language to include intra-
crowd formations, such as social groups and leader-follower, would
provide further sophistication v) The statistical procedures used to
analyze the data could further benefit from the results of alternative
analysis methods such as the Mann-Whitney test, vi) Finally, dif-
ferent groupings of the skill of users (e.g., low-medium-high) could
further enhance the understanding of the results.
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